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“Sevenstar handled the project extraordinarily well.
It was for me the first time that I worked with this
company and I am very pleased with it. Just like the
Owner of the yacht. Everything was correct, the loading
and discharge went very calmly and efficiently, the ship
was of a recent date and the people very professional.
I would not hesitate to use this service again in the future.”
Xavier van Elst is captain on the 37M fast yacht project
which was transported by Sevenstar from a Northern
European shipyard to The Netherlands for completion.
She can accommodate 6 crew members and 10 guests.
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you sail

With Sevenstar
to the seven seas

we ship

Each year we transport over 1,200 motor
and sailing yachts to every conceivable
destination worldwide. Although Sevenstar
is part of a large shipping company with over
125 vessels, yacht owners deal directly with
the people responsible for transporting their
prized possessions, offering total flexibility,
care and assurance that your yacht will arrive
at her destination exactly as agreed.

Years of experience have led to the development of new
loading techniques and equipment for lifting, securing
and transporting yachts. Sevenstar is a forerunner
in lift-on lift-off shipping, making it foremost in yacht
transport worldwide.

www.sevenstar.nl
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Our own
carriers
The Spliethoff Group was established
in 1921 and is the largest shipping
company in the Netherlands. The
company is founded on the tradition of
Dutch seamanship that has been famed
around the world since the 1600s.
Spliethoff has a modern fleet with
around 125 vessels ranging from
2,100 to 23,000 tonnes, and plays a
leading role in the field of specialised
sea transport.
Sevenstar Yacht Transport was
established in 1996, and initially
focused on the European market.
Several years later, it became
part of the Spliethoff Group which
enabled the fast establishment of
a global independent network of
agencies. As a result Sevenstar
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has been providing a global service
for well over a decade.
As part of the Spliethoff family,
Sevenstar has full access to the
group’s own fleet. This includes
vessels designed specifically for
yacht transport, people and tools

to constantly develop new and
better technologies. Joining the
Spliethoff Group was a logical
step that also gave Sevenstar
a major advantage over its
competitors. With Sevenstar, your
yacht is in safe hands on any of
the seven seas.

you sail

we ship

Up to 52 metres and 640 tonnes
Sevenstar transports motor- and
sailing yachts in all shapes and sizes.
Approximately 70 percent of our
transported vessels are motor yachts.
We ship to trendy and picturesque
marinas, to (sub) tropical island groups,
to undiscovered territories or to the
start of renowned regattas. The size of
the yachts we transport continues to
grow. We can currently handle yachts
up to 52 metres and 640 tonnes.

“The fact that we are our own shipping company makes us more flexible.
This flexibility is enhanced by our lifting and loading methods, allowing
us to transport yachts to virtually all marinas worldwide. Each yacht can
be loaded and unloaded individually, which is impossible in dock transport
where all yachts are unloaded in a single location and then have to sail
considerable distances from there to reach their final destination.” We are
market leaders due to our large team of engineers, we don’t like surprises,
we go for the best and only the best!
John Kamp is head of the operations department, has been sailing since he was 16,
became a navigating officer at 20 and a captain – or Master Mariner to be entirely
accurate – soon after. He has been transporting yachts for 12 years, experience that
is vital to his current position. In recent years he has been working for Sevenstar’s operations
department, where he is responsible for issues such as lifting and deck plans.
www.sevenstar.nl
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Where would you
like to go?

St Thomas USVI

Wherever you choose to cruise, we can ensure that your yacht is
there to meet you. Sevenstar is familiar with all popular regions
and ports; from the Caribbean to the Mediterranean, from the
American East Coast to Northern Europe, from Australia to the
Indian Ocean, and from the Far to the Middle East.

“Over the past five years we have become ever more active on
a global scale. While the main demand previously came from
Europe and the US, today we serve the growing number of
yacht owners in the Far East, Middle East, Russia, China,
South Africa and South America. What mainly attracts
clients to Sevenstar seems to be our flexibility. Being much less
dependent on fixed routes, we can transport yachts as close to
the final destination as possible in accordance with the wishes
of owners. Combined with Sevenstar’s excellent price/quality
ratio, this offers serious added value.”
Jan Maarten Boissevain is the line manager Far East.
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Manzanillo
Mexico

Tahiti

RIO DE JANEIRO

These locations are all regular destinations for
Sevenstar within a network that continues to
expand. If you are planning to sail outside the
most popular locations, Sevenstar offers you
tailor-made services to take you to almost any
destination worldwide.

you sail
Europe

GENOA

HONG KONG

Bremerhaven
Genoa
Gibraltar
Istanbul
Kalundborg
Las Palmas
Lavrion
Marmaris
Palma de Mallorca
Rauma
Southampton
Split
Valencia/Gandia
IJmuiden
North America

Fort Lauderdale FL
Houston TX
Jacksonville FL
Newport RI
Palm Beach FL
Savannah GA
Ensenada Mexico
Manzanillo Mexico
Vancouver Canada
Caribbean

St Thomas USVI
Curaçao

we ship

South and Central
America

Itajai
Panama
Rio de Janeiro
Sao Francisco Do Sul
Australia

Brisbane
Fremantle
Newcastle NSW
Port Kembla
New Zealand

Auckland
Tauranga
Africa

Capetown
Seychelles
Middle East

Dubai
Jebel Ali
Asia

Hong Kong
Kaohsiung
Mumbai
Shanghai
Singapore
Pacific

AUCKLAND

Tahiti

FREMANTLE
CAPETOWN

Storms, pirates and the
environment

We know the oceans. Over the
many years of transporting yachts
Sevenstar has rarely experienced
any storm damage, but when it
has occured impact was minimal.
Piracy has become an issue, but
you can count on Sevenstar to
avoid dangerous territories and be
well prepared for any eventuality.

We also take into account the
environment with a modern fleet that
has been built according to the latest
insights and requirements. Moreover,
your yacht is covered by a fully
comprehensive insurance policy from
the specialist company Pantaenius.
This offers very attractive pricing due
to the volume of our annual transport.

www.sevenstar.nl
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Technical
perfection
Our in-house developed lifting and
cradling systems are based on years of
experience in shipping large and heavy
yachts. With 2 to 24 lifting belts, each
up to 60 centimetres wide, we carefully
lift each yacht on board. It is then
secured with cradles and lashings in
its designated spot either on deck or in
the hold.
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you sail

we ship

“As the company grows, it is great that we have a team of
professional loadmasters at our disposal. Men, who have
the knowledge how to work because it is a very precise
job to transport the yachts secure. The exotic locations are
often passed to us. Is the work done then you proceed to
the next loading or unloading.”
Sean Lines As the company grows, it is great asset to have a team
of 15 professionally trained loadmasters at our disposal. These
men have the knowledge how to work; it is an extremely precise
job to transport yachts securely. The exotic locations are often passed to us.
Once the work is done you proceed to the next loading or unloading”

Proven method

For first time owners, watching their yachts being lifted
on to the deck of a carrier or into the hold can be a
scary moment. But experienced engineers know that all
yachts can easily withstand the forces at work. We use a
method that has been proven in practice on thousands of
occasions. You can rest assured that your yacht is tightly
secured before transportation gets underway. During the
journey we will keep you up-to-speed with the position
of your yacht, and ensure that only authorised personnel
step on board.
www.sevenstar.nl
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“As part of a team I arrange the total logistics planning
and ensure rapid processing with the port authorities at
any destination. The more we plan ahead and take into
account where the Spliethoff tonnage is sailing and when,
the better the possibilities. Ensuring that everything is in
the right place at the right time – vessels, yachts, people and
materials – is quite a puzzle. However, the smarter the
solutions, the faster everything goes and the lower the costs.”
Arend Jan Baakman, operations department, is
involved with the documentation and logistics of
people and materials.
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you sail

Solving the
logistic puzzle

we ship

It all starts at our head office where the
planning of each voyage is done in accordance
with demand we have on the different routes.
Which yachts should be where and when;
which vessels have already been planned,
how many options do we have. Extensive
experience in logistic maritime planning and
a large fleet create a wealth of possibilities.
To ensure the fastest transport possible,
we have positioned our material in various
warehouses in IJmuiden (NL), Palm Beach FL
(USA), Genoa (Italy), Australia and Singapore.
Loading and unloading is always performed
by our own loadmasters who have a
meticulous eye for safety and security as well
as the interests of the yacht owner.

www.sevenstar.nl
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Why
Sevenstar
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Over 20 years of experience
Worldwide destinations
High-end engineering
Transport dates as per your request
Cradles available for all type and size of yachts
Fully comprehensive transport insurance included
Riders welcome
Water and power onboard available upon request
Sailing yachts transported mast up
Dutch quality

you sail

Head Office

Agents

Sevenstar Yacht Transport

BVI Tortola – O’Neal & Mundy
Shipping Co. LTD
Chris Haycraft: + 28 44942268
oms@surbvi.com

P.O. Box 409, 1000 AK Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 204488590
Fax: +31 204488596
info@sevenstar.nl
www.sevenstar.nl
Sales:
Jan Maarten Boissevain:
+31 204488595
jmb@sevenstar.nl

we ship

UK Southampton – Yacht Shipping Ltd.
+44 238 0223671
info@ysl.wainwrightgroup.com
Gibraltar UK – Clifton Ship Agency Ltd.
Martyn Brown: +350 20076761
agency@clifton.gi
Monaco – Spliethoff Maritime Monaco
Valerio del Becaro: +377 97707535
monaco@spliethoff.com

Offices
Sevenstar – USA Agencies, FL
Uta Scarlata: +1 5616227997
info@sevenstar-usa.com
Sevenstar – USA Agencies, RI
Jay Jones: +1 6035688188
durham@sevenstar-usa.com
Sevenstar – Turkey Agencies
Levent Bayir: +90 2164649732
levent@sevenstar-turkey.com
Sevenstar – Australia Agencies
Dean Sharples: +612 96932100
info@sevenstar-australia.com

Germany – Stargate Shipping GmbH
Jacob Halm: +49 42133928-33
yachts@stargate-shipping.de
Russia – Velero Transport Ltd.
Alexander Morozov: +7 (921) 9099333
info@sevenstar.ru
New Zealand – Navigator Shipbrokers
Alisha Drew: +64 21512353
alisha.drew@navship.co.nz
China – Compass Global (HK) Co.Ltd.
David Chang: +86 2165218082
chang@compass-global.com.cn

Sevenstar – UK Agencies
Mike Herrebrugh: +44 2380381951
info@sevenstar-uk.com
www.sevenstar.nl
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Radarweg 36
1042 AA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
info@sevenstar.nl
www.sevenstar.nl

